Different types of students and why students fail?
Following are the different types of students and have different behaviors in class.
1. The Quiet Achiever – This student is one who may sit in the back of the classroom because he
or she is shy and afraid of being called upon. But, he or she gives his or her full attention during
class, takes notes when needed and never says a word. You may never notice this person, but
he or she is probably doing well in the class, maybe even one of the best students.
2. The Know-It-All – This student constantly has his or her hand up for everything – whether it is
to share a personal experience that may be completely off-topic or to answer a question or to
refute what the teacher has to say. This student’s avid participation in the class does not
necessarily reflect his or her grade in the class.
3. The Drifter – This student must have had a really late night or is just plain tired. He or she tries
to stay awake in class, but to no avail. Every few minutes or so, you see this person’s eyes start
to close and their head start to fall before he or she is startled awake. The process just
continues on and on until his or her saviour arrives – the bell/the end of class. Now, these
students usually don’t mean to drift during class, but they can’t do anything to help it.
4. The Day Dreamer – This student is one who is not paying attention in class for whatever reason
and just zones out. This could be a little embarrassing because when a teacher calls on this
student, he or she sometimes has no idea what is going on and is caught in the act.
5. The Hider – This student hides behind his or her laptop – he or she may be texting, may be
surfing the web, may be playing video games, you may never know. All you need to know about
this student is that he or she takes sparse (sometimes detailed) notes to make it seem like he or
she is doing work, but is really taking advantage of having a laptop up. These students may or
may not have poor grades; they care enough to hide their disinterest well but not enough to
pay attention in class.
6. The IDC Student – This student just doesn’t care enough to pay attention or hide their
boredom. He or she is straight-forward about their lack of interest and text or do whatever they
feel like blatantly. Sometimes he or she gets away with it, sometimes he or she doesn’t. Once
the “I don’t care” point comes for any student, it never ends.
7. The Goofball/clown - This student is one who is the jokester of the class. Almost every class has
one - a student who likes being funny. Sometimes their jokes are funny. Sometimes they are
not. However, Clowns are doing their best to carry their entertaining mission. Everybody must
laugh: classmates, educators, and coaches.
8. The One Everyone Wants to be/ Star – School celebrities can be famous/notorious for a huge
number of reasons: They play sports, they are A-students, and almost perfect. They are just
fabulous, no matter what they actually do. They have groups of both fans and haters, and this
kind of student touches practically everyone’s feelings. The teachers love him or her, his or her

peers love him or her, he or she gets good grades, he or she is very involved with
extracurricular… all in all, the person everyone is insanely jealous of, yet can’t help but like that
person. The person everyone wants to be.
9. Overactive: He always has a question to ask and comment to make. He joined a book, science,
math, chess, debate, or glee club. Overactive personalities can be found just about everywhere,
and they can become irritating, since other students in the class have no chance to make a
name for themselves.
10. Teacher’s Pet: These students take front seats in the class and laugh loudly at teachers’ jokes.
They haunt teachers in school halls or torture them after class is over. They bombard educators
with endless questions. The thing is, aside from annoying the other students, they immensely
annoy teachers as well.
11. Hard Worker: These students are highly motivated. They know what they want and how to
achieve their goal. Even though they are not always the smartest in the class, they still try hard
and really get what they want.
12. Intellectual Outsider: This outcast usually takes the back seat. He got used to the fact everyone
in the class ignores him. He seems to be quite odd and misanthropic. Nevertheless, when
talking to the Intellectual Outsider, you can be favourably impressed that this student is very
smart.
13. Clueless: Clueless students have no idea what they’re doing over here. Educators also have no
idea what clueless students are doing here. Clueless personalities hardly understand what’s
going on around them and try to make everything clear. They ask questions. Billions of
questions, many with already-discussed answers.
14. Nerd: Nerds prefer books to social life. Books are clever. Books don’t bully you. Books don’t ask
stupid questions. What’s more, books fertilize your mind with superb ideas and make you
monstrously intelligent.
15. Artist: They have a kind of a separate world where creativity and inspiration rule. Artists appear
to be interested just in creative assignments and don’t stay motivated when performing other
tasks.
16. Drama Queen: This person wants to get some attention at any cost. And really loves dramas.
You don’t have to join a drama club to be a Drama Queen. For this, you just need to be the
centre of attention when it comes to classmates and educators alike.
17. Natural Leader: Natural Leaders have an inborn capacity to stand out like a sore thumb. They
always have good ideas and know how to attract people. They are great examples to follow.
That’s why students and teachers truly adore Natural Leaders, or hate them.
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Types of students who do not succeed (Fail).
Following are the student types who fail.
1. Lazy: these students are lazy in everyday task and do not complete any task.
2. Diligent: these do not get an overall picture. They go too deep in learning and loose
context
3. Know it all: these students think that they know it all and do not act as learners in class
and trying to prove that they know.
4. Class clown: weak students, make learning fun
5. Whiners: they concentrate on wrong things, they always whine or complain
6. Blamers: keep calm and blame someone else, victim mentality and weak students. A
reproach (criticism) for some lapse or misdeed
7. Worriers: strong students but lack confidence. They have negative perspective.
Thinks about unfortunate things that might happen
8. Weak students: they are weak in their studies and advice is that they should work hard
9. Obstinate: they are a combination of different student types. They are stubbornly
persistent in wrongdoing. Resistant to guidance or discipline
10. Smarty pants: combination type. They ask questions to show that they know
11. Procrastinators: they are good students but they always delay till last date. Postpones
work (especially out of laziness or habitual carelessness).
12. Good students: they are good students but sometimes have hard luck
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